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FROM THE LINEAR INVERSION

OF VSP DATA
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value decomposition (SVD) to estimate layer dips neat- the
well by using the transit times of direct P-wave arrivals from ”
30.5 m offset VSP survey and a sonic log as a horizontally layered starting model. Pujol et al. ( 1985) determined the P-wave
velocity profile from a 1X1.3 m offset VSP using the
Levenherg-Marquardt method and explicit formulae for the
Frkhet matrix. Grivelet (1985) computed the impedance vxation with depth from inversion of upgoing P-wave. but his
method is suitable only for the case of normal incidence in a
hokontally layered medium. A similar method ~“6 used hy
MacC and Lailly (1986) who showed that the impedance for
such a medium could be obtained without the separation of
downgoing and upgoing wave fields.
Nonlinear methods have “lso been applied to the VSP
data. These methods do not require a starting model close to
the actual distribution of elastic parameters, hut they are very
computer-intensive. Nolte and Frazrr (1994) described a
nonlinear genetic algorithm to recover slowness and
impedance profiles from synthetic VSP data.
Cheng at al. (1992) showed that the linear inversion of
noise-free synthetic P-wave amplitudes could provide information about the density rather than impedance. We describe
a modification of this nxthod and present its application to
field VSP data. The solution of the inverse problem requires
many forward numerical simulations. Therefore, the solution
of the forward problem w”s based on asymptotic ray theory
(Hron and Kenasewich, 197 I) which provided an “ccuratr
yet fast way of finding arrival times snd “mplitudes of seismic signals. The computed transit times and amplitudes of
unconverted downgoing P-waves were compared with their
ohserved wlues. In the case of near-offset data the residuals
were minimixed using il linear iterative algorithm based on
SVD (Press et al., lYY2). In the cilse of far-offset data the
Levenherg-Marquardt method was used (Marquardt. 1963:
Koch. 1992).
In this paper we deal only with a vertically inhomogenews medium, hut the method can be generalized and used

The determination of elastic parameters near the well from YertL
CBI seismic prom WSP) data i\ imporm ir smic or density 1”@
are nut available. 01 fm an independent confirnmion of the rsti~
mad elastic parameters ubtained fmrn logs. Most “f the existing
standard methods of tinear i”YerSi”” use tra”ekimeS only. thus pr”~
Cling estimates of the seismic velocity. Alternatwrly.
the wave
forms may be invened. the resdt usually being the impedance di\triL
burion. However, the ,auer appruach IS very computer-intensive
even for a one-dimensionil, problem. we used a ray-based i”WlSi”“,
tilu preserving tile high speed Of the Conventimal method. hur BlS”
included the amplitude information in the inversion scheme. The
SO,“,iO” “‘the reimic forward problem was found using asymptotic
ray ,ileory. We lineadze* the nonlinear lbrwar* pc”hlem and applied
a linear iterative procedure based on singular value decomposition to
find estimates of P-wave velocities from transit times of downgoing
P-waves, We 816” use* ,he amplitudes of the “mid
c”mponents of
these waves to inwn for density. The results nt trawltime and
amplitude inversion of field VSPs were compared with well lops.
lnvenion gave reasonable velocity and density profiler even when
he nunher or observations in ,k upper pan Of the weti was less
than the number of unknown elaslic parameters prwmting the use
01 B layer stripping method. The resolution of the zmpliedr iwersion may he improved by using snore geophones shove the tnrget
10°C.

Introduction

The determination of elastic parameters near the well by
inversion of vertical seismic profile (VSP) data provides 8”
independent verification of estimates of these parameters
obtained from log data. Inversion is especially useful if some
logs or parts of them are not available. Several authors have
recently applied various inversion techniques to the transit
times or full waveforms, mainly to evaluate the seismic velocity variation with depth. Stewart (1984) used the LevenbergMarquardt method to determine P- and S-wave velocity profiles from the transit time VSP data with offsets varying from
30 to 300 m in different surveys. Lines et al. (I YX4) applied a
linellr iterative inversion based on layer stripping and singular
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for determining the elastic parameters of two-dimensionnl
strwtures from VSP data. An implementation of the raybased, linear iterative inversion of crustal refraction and
wide-angle rellection data is shown in Shah& (1986) and in
Zelt and Smith (1992).
We wed computed synthetic data to demonstrate different
aspects of the algorithm. A field VSP data set was also
inverted. We used the transit times of downgoing P-waves to
find the P-wave velocity variation with depth from a neerzero offset VSP. Assuming a horizontally layered model, we
also determined the P-wave velocity from the far-offset data.
Both profiles were similar to the corresponding sonic log.
The chi-square statistic was applied to examine the validity
of the solution. The fit of the near-offset data to the solution
was found to be satisfactory. The fit of the offset data could
be improved by using a two-dimensional generaliration of
the inversion algorithm. Finally, we obtained the density
estimates from the amplitudes of downgoing P-waves. The
density was in the same range as the log data.

- the distance between the source and the receiver is
greater than the predominant wavelength of the signal; and
the angles of incidence are smaller than the critical
angle.
The last assumption is not crucial. It was made only for
simplifying the computation of the Fr&het derivatives of the
amplitudes.
The seismic sources are located on the surface and the
geophones are placed in the well. Some layers (usually in the
upper part of the well) may contain no geophones. The positions of interfaces are assumed to be known from the log
data. Figure I shows a typical setup of the VSP experiment.
The forward modelling
The transit time of an unconverted downgoing P-wave
recorded at the geophone is given by
t=i

METHOD

hi
j=, v,, C”S0, ’

(1)

assuming that the P-wave velocity Vpj of the jth layer is con-

We assume that the medium under consideration satisfies
the following constraints:
-it is isotropic and linearly elastic;
- it consists of homogeneous layers with horizontal interfaces:

stant.Hereh,=H,,hj=HjmHj.,,

j=2.3

. . . . J-l,h,=H,

- HJ~,. The total number of layers is denoted by J, H, is the
depth of the jth interface, h. is the thickness of the jth layer,
fIi is the angle between the ray and the i-axis at the jth interface, and Hr; is the depth of the geophone. Equation (I) can
be rewritten as
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Transit times (2) and derivatives (3) are used together with
the observations as the input values for the traveltime item
tive inversion.
The zero-order approximation of asymptotic ray theory
gives the following expression for the vertical component of
particle motion in a stack of isotropic elastic layers with herizontill interfaces (Hron and Kanasewich, 1971):

+

H,

(2)

VPJ,

VSJ,

PJ

JHere u(.s,,) is the amplitude of the vertical component at a
reference point on the ray at the distance s(, from the source,
z,~and zc are the impedances at the source S and geophone
G, I; is the impedance for the incident wave at the jth point
of incidence, and !,: is the impedance at the same point, but
related to the transmitted wave. We denote by .f(t) the time

t
Fig. 1. Model of the medium. P-wave velocity V,. S-wave velocity
V, and density p are constantwithin each layer.
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dependence of the .source, by r(; the arrival time of the seismic signal at the geophone and by R, the transmission coefficient at the.;th point of incidence. The geometrical spreading
is given by

where Am = m m. is the correction vector, Ad = d(m) - d,,
is the residual vector. and

is the Frichet matrix. It is an N by K real m&ix, N being the
number of observations and K < N the number of model
pamnlctcrs.
From equation (9)

where X is the offset, O,?and O,,-are the angle of incidence
and the angle of transmission at the ,jth point of incidence,
whereas fIs and Br; denote the angles between the ray and the
z-axis at the source and gsophone, rrsprctively.
Assuming that the elastic parameters (P-wave velocity, Swave velocity and density) we constant within each laya
and applying expressions (4) and (5) for computing the
amplitude II‘ of the vertical component of a downgoing Pwave, one finds for a stack of homogeneous layers:

m = m,, + D-‘Ad,

(II)

implying that an improved model can be found in terms of
the initial model, the Fr&het inverse and the residual vector.
The singular value decomposition of an N by K real matrix
D is any factorization of the form
D=UAV’.

where U is an N by K orthogonal matrix, A is a K by K diagonal nonnegative matrix (the matrix of singular values hi),
and V is a K by K orthogonal matrix (Lanczos. 1961). The
superscript T denotes transpose. Once factoriration (I 2) is
f<)und, the generalized inverse of a rectangular matrix D is
written

(6)
Here M’” = ~r(t,,)fcr - fo) is the (constant) source amplitude,
and the geometrical spreading is of the form
L= z!$

$!!&!$
!,

‘12
/ ,,=I

(7)

D-1

:I

Standard expressions for transmission coefficients can be
found in numerous texts such as Aki and Richards (I 980).
Using equations (6) and (7) we computed the amplitudes and
found their partial derivatives with respect to the elastic
parameters numerically. WC then used the computed values
together with the observations as input for the amplitude
inversion. The inversion algorithm is described in the next
subsection.

“A-1”“.

(13)

Substituting this into equation (I I), we get
m = m,, + VA-‘U’Ad

,

(14)

which together with (IO) provides a practical way for finding
an unknown model. Since the true dependence d = d(m) is
nonlinear, a reasonable model m can be found through iterations if a starting model is close enough to the actual values
of the model parameters.
The chi-square statistic was used to estimate the fit of the
data tu the Imodel for the case of traveltime inversion. We
as.wmcd that the transit times r,, had a measurement error
that was random and normally distributed around the time
corresponding tu the actual model. Let 0 be the standard
deviation of this Gaussian distribution. Inversion minimizs
the quantity

The inverse problem

A convenient method for solving the inverse problem
requires the linearisation of the forward problem. A review
of various Imatrix inverse techniques can be found. for wanpie, in Lines and Treitel (1984). We present a brief outline of
the method. A Taylor series expansion of the data vector d in
the vicinity of the initial response d,, = d(m,,) yields

x2 =At(Af,,)’
0. ,,=I

=$$(f8,

-f,,(m))’

(I.51

which corresponds to the maximum likelihood estimate of
the mudrl parameters ,n ,,
mK. The ratio xf = x2/v. where \’
= N K is the number of degl-eeesof freedom and N > K is
frequently used as a meesurc of the goodness-of-fit of the
data to the model (Ewington, 1969). The model is reasonable if xf, is reasonably close to I.
The SVD algorithm is especially useful when some singular

assuming that high-order rams are small. Here m is the
model vector and m,, represents the vector of initial model
parameters (i.e., the starting model). Equation (8) can be
rewritten in matrix form:
Ad = DAm,

(12)

(9)

I3

Uc<!‘,br,
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values h, are zero or very small, i.e., the matrix D is ill-conditioned, and when other algorithms, such as Gauss-Jordan
elimination, fail to find solution (13). In this case, instead of
equation (141, which is equivalent to the so-called normal
equation
Am = (D’D)-’

D’Ad,

ated well of 2200 m depth, with a surface source located at
the offset of 200 m. The elastic medium below the surface
consisted of I2 horizontal homogeneous layers of unknown
P-wave velocities. The geophone positions were located
from 515 to 2000 m with a spacing of IS m. The total number of geophones was 100. We invertrd simultaneously for
all 12 layers. The result of traveltime inversion is shown in
Figure 3. The obtained P-wave velocity profile coincided
with the correct model. It did not depend on the initial guess
if the latter was chosen in the range from about 1500 to 5000
mls. In particular, both initial P-wave velocity profiles
shown in Figure 3 converged to the correct model in 6 iterations.
The other synthetic example was based on a field set of
VSP data. The medium was subdivided into a stack of 2.5
horizontal homogeneous layers. The maximum depth of the
vertical well was 3375 tn. The source was located 6.8 m
below the wellhead at the offset of 80 m. The downhole sensors were placed from 100 to 3370 m. The total number of
traces was 76. The vertical distance between two adjacent
traces was about 150 m in the upper part of the well from
IO0 tu 2200 m. Below 2200 m the increment was approximately 20 m. In this synthetic example we inverted only for
density, assuming that the positions of interfaces and both
P- and S-wave velocities were known and fixed. For the
field example described in the next section, one indeed
could keep the P-wave velocity fixed for each layer because
the accuracy of its determination from the traveltime inversion was high. The S-wave velocity was not known so accurately. However, the sensitivity of the near-offset amplitude
inversion with respect to the S-wave velocity was found to
be small, with the singular values for the S-wave velocity

(16)

we use the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Marquardt, 1963):
Am = (D’D + PI)-’ DrAd,

07)

where b is a damping factor and I is the unit matrix.
Substituting expressions (I 2) and (13) into equation (17) we
iw
m = m,, + V( A2 +bI)-’ AIlTAd.

(18)

The parameter p in equation (I 8) is chosen so that x2 is minimired. The flow chart for the traveltime and amplitude
inversion is shown in Figure 2.
APPLICAWX

TO SYNTHETIC DATA

To study the feasibility of the method we generated two
noise-free, synthetic VSP data sets and applied the linear
inversion algorithm to get estimates of the P-wave velocity
and the density. The parameter p was equal to 0 in both
examples. One of the synthetic examples represented a devi-
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Fig. 3. Traveltimeinversion of the synthetic data for P-wave velocity
afier 6 iterations.

Fig. 2. Flow chart for the inversion algorithm.
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APPLICATION
TOFIELDDATA
We used transit times and amplitudes of the vertical components of downgoing P-waves from a two-offset VSP sw
vey to determine the P-wave velocity and density profiles.
Two Vibroseis s”urces were located at 80 m and 1600 m “ffsets, 6.8 and 8.5 m below the wellhead, respectively. The
depth of the vertical well was 3375 m. The seismic signals
were recorded using geophones placed in the well at depths
of 100 m to 3700 m. We used 75 traces for the near-offset
traveltime inversion. The spacing between tw” adjacent
traces was about 150 m in the upper part of the well and
about 20 m in the lower part of the well (below 2200 m). For
the computations, we considered the medium to be a stack of
25 homogeneous layers with horizontal boundaries. The
depths of the boundaries were estimated from the sonic log.
The starting model for the P-wave velocity was 3 km/s for
all layers.
Figure 5a shows the result of an SO m offset inversion for
P-wave velocity and the corresponding sonic log data. The
damping factor was set to 0. The residual was 0.44 ms per
trace after 5 iterations. It is known that VSP transit times are
greater than sonic log times (De et al., 1994); however, the
sonic log times which we used for the comparison were
already corrected for dispersion. We applied the chi-square
statistic t” estimate the fit of the transit times t” the model.
The standard deviation of the real data was taken as 0.5 mr
for all data points. On the final iteration the value of x2 was
found to be 59. It fell into the range of x2 statistic with an
average value v = N - K = 50 and a standard deviation
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Fig. 4. Amplitude inversion of the synthetic data for density after 5
iterations.
being 2-3 orders of magnitude less than the singular values
for density.
A starting model for the density profile was 2.5102 kg/m3
for all layers. The result of the amplitude inversion for density is shown in Figure 4. The correct values of density for
the lower 17 layers (from 1450 to 3375 m) were found in 5
iterations
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Fig. 5. P-wave velocities from traveltime inversion and average velocities from the sonic log: (a) 80 m offset (5 iterations); (b) 1600 m offset (3 iterations,.
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&J = I 0. The corresponding value of xt, was I. IX, so the
model was considered plausible.
The total number of traces recorded was YO in the 1600 m
offset experiment. The geophones were located from 1500 to
3300 m with the spacing of approximately 20 m. The P-wave
velocity profile obtained from the near-offset inversion was
used as a starting model for the far-offset inversion. The
parameter p was chosen to be 10.’ ‘. The traveltime inversion
of far-offset VSP data is shown in Figure 5b. The final residual was 0.79 ms per trace after 3 iterations. The result was in
agreement with both the near-offset inversion and average
velocities from the sonic log. though this agreement was
wow than in the case of the near-zero offset inversion. On
the final iteration xt = 225 I90 = 2.5. A possible explanation
for this fact was that a simple one-dimensional model of a
stack of horizontal layers was not completely adequate for
the far-offset survey. In particular, the effect of dip may be
important. This effect cun be taken into account using a twodimensional generalisation of the inversion algorithm.
The amplitude inversion of field data was done for the target zone, i.e., for the lower 12 layers (from 2050 to 3375 m).
We used the amplitudes of the vertical components of downgoing P-waves from 61 traces for inversion. The top trace
was located at 2050 m, the spacing between two adjacent
traces was about 20 m, and the bottom tmcc was nt 3370 tn.
The density log was chosen as a starting model. The parametcr p was set to 0. We used the P-wave velocity profile
obtained from the near-offset traveltime inversion (Figure
5a) to find the transmission coefficients in rquation (6) and
their partial derivatives. The S-wave velocity V,y was
assumed to be proportional to the P-wave velocity, specifi,ally V, = V, / 43 The density profile after 3 iterations is

M.J. JONES ;am,F. HKON

shown in Figure 6. All densities obtained range from 2015 to
2750 kg/m3. The average log densities vary approximately
from 2300 tu 27 IS kg/m2.

The linear iterative inversion is a reliable method for finding a P-wave velocity profile from the transit time VSP data
if a starting model Sor the velocity is within geological constraints (Stewart, 1984; Pu,jol et al., 1985). We presented a
modification of the method developed earlier (Cheng et ill.,
1992) to get the density estimates using the verticnl amplitudes of the downgoing P-waves. This modification was suitable for near-offset VSPs and n stratified, laterally homogrnews model of the earth. Using the results of the traveltime
inversion of the near-offset field date, we proved that the
region near the well could indeed be described in terms of a
one-dimensional model. The same procedure can be applied
to the transit times of the S-waves to find the S-wave velocity
variation with depth. A synthetic example was given to show
that the density profile could be found from the amplitude
information. We also showed that a linear iterative procedure
based on the matrix SVD can be used to get estimates of the
density from a near-offset VSP experiment.
The results of the amplitude inversion may be improved in
several ways. First, a different setup with more traces in the
upper part of the well would be beneficinl. This should
diminish the error in the density determination for the upper
layers. In particular, a layer stripping method can be used if
the number of observations (transit times or amplitudes) is
greater than or equal to the number of unknown model
parameters for each layer. Although exact knowledge of the
S-wave velocity is not necessary for the near-offset density
inversion, it is desirable to obtain the S-wave velocity estimates and tn use them as input for the inversion algorithm to
find the density from u far-offset VSP. Finally, one can use
the ratio of amplitudes of vertical components of downgoing
and upgoing waves rather than the amplitudes of vertical
components of downgoing waves in the inversion procedure
to diminish the influence of the unknown source function
and imperfect coupling of the downhole geuphones as it was
done by Cheng et al. (1992) for synthetic data.
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